Two’s
November Newsletter
The weather is get cooler, the squirrels are super busy and leaves have
started to change. October has come and gone but what a time we had. The
children started of the month learning about Apples. We learned about what
color apples can be and used those colors throughout several project we did like
coloring apples with crayons, tearing colored construction paperwork to make an
apple, and painting an apple tree with cotton balls. During our work time we
worked hard on counting apple seeds to match the numbers 1-4, sequencing the
correct order to eat an apple and sorting apples with our letters of the month
“m & l”. We also created sand letters of “m & l” as well as an “l” with leaves and
an “m” with mud. For the second half of the month the children dove into Fall.
We started out by sponge painting leaves with fall colors. We read books which
captured the season and taught the children new songs to sing. We explored
the inside of a pumpkin, painted a pumpkin, matched leaves, touched real leaves,
and ended our month with a Party!
For November the children will be learning about Nocturnal animals as
well as animals which hibernate. We will be sorting out animals who play during
the day and those who play at night. Animals like raccoons, bats and owls. The
children will learn about a few animals that hibernate in the in winter and why.
Like a bear, skunk, turtle, frogs and bees to name a few. We will also be
introducing the children to the new letter of the month which is “e”. We will
continue to review the letter “m” throughout the month. During the month we
will also be focusing a lot on using our manners and what it means to be
Thankful.
A few reminders with the weather becoming colder. Please dress your
child in a warm coat, hat and mittens or gloves. We will be going outside and
when they are dressed warm they can explore and have more fun playing
outside. Please also try to write your child’s name on their winter gear. Other
children may have the same kind and this will help us out to know who’s are
who’s.
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Thank you in advance!
Ms Zavaski

